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Nuclear Power: Public Opinion in Social Crisis
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Nuclear power in Russia found itself in new conditions, if compared with
first five yrs after Chernobyl. It is coming out the technogenic crisis f
1986 nd the plitical csis of 1991, going deeper and deeper in the hard
economir crisis, when the uclear power plants receive about 1 of
payments for ectricity, produced and supplied to the customers.

Ecomonic crisis forms the public attitude on nuclear energy in conditions,
when the society is gradually gtting rid or i oion formed in the revious
decades, that practically free of charge energy supply is a duty o authorities.
These rcalitics have moved ecoligical problems to the periphery of public
conscience. This was, in particular, shown with all evidence during the
parliamentary elections in Pussia in 1993, when the Russian analogue of he
Green Party hadn't overcame the minimum barrier ;and had received nu seats
i h State Duma. This is also confirmed by sociological polls of Russians,
conducted i h lst two years. These polls show, that the public rinxiety
about the State of environment 26 38 %) and, moreover, about the u. of
nuclear energy (-9 %) cannot even be compared with such factors, as
economic difficulties 60-72 %) or criminality growth 66-67 %).

The changes in pblic opinion re f01l0WCL1 by "pro-nuclear" dcisions of
parlinments and governments of the former - USSR couatries. As it had to
be expected, in 1993 the Ukr;iinian moratorium fr nw uclear -units'
commissioning has failed; and, in spite of international pressing, Ukrainian

authorities do not burry to close the Chernobyl NPP. Tragic mistake of

Armenian NPP decommissioning is also being corrected. More. nnd more of
Russian lands ad regions are willing to conduct design and research works
or construction f uclear power objects (Primorski, hbarovsk and

Krasnoyarsk krals, Voronezh, Kostroma, Murmansk, Chelyabinsk regions,
etc.)

It sems, however, Thai. change of priorities n public opinion ad increased
attention to the problems of environment In the earest future are as
inevitable, as the forthcoming Russia's nd Its nearest neighbours getting out
from the state of economic faildown. In these conditions the pssibility of
nuclear powcr dvelopment will be determined not oly y economic factors,



but also by the factor of public confidence. The progress in the developmeni
of public information programme in the field of nuclear power, if compared
with the first years after Chernobyl, is vident. In Russia exist and work
several governing and coordinating structures (Department of Minatom,
Inter-departmental Council fr information and public relations, similar
Department in Rosenergoatom Concern), regional public information ccntres,
special services at mny nuclear cience and idustry eterprises. Similar
system works in 11kraine and Is being established in Kazakhstan. In
antinuclear Belarus, where, nevertheless, ihe objective need of nclear power
is already reflected in the national power programme, the Scientific,
Educational and Tnformational Centre for the problems of radiation safety,
power engineering and radioecological education, was established. This Centre
has takcn upon itself the functions of p ublic informator.

At the same time, the democratic reforms in the society have helped the
nuclear professionals to understand, that activities of only state organizations
cannot. i rinciple. bt: satisfactory neither for solving te iternal problems
of nuclear community, nor for public relations. Six yrs ago the USSR
Nuclear SocleTy has been stablished. In a short period It has united about
3000 nuclear serialists and about 100 scientific and design orhanizations
and industrial enterprises from almost all the Soviet Union republic R 

important, that, fter the Union collapsed, the Nuclear Society hs managed
to preserve its Status of organization, uniting specialists from the former -
USSR states, and it has promoted establishment of the Ukrainian, the Kazakh
(and, possibly, in the nearest future, the Belarussian.) Nuclear Societies,
which are included in the international association Nuclear Society" (with
headquarters in Moscow).

Since the very beginning of its activities, h NUClear Sciety csidered
public relations as Its principal ask. Soon i became clear. that, having no
funds, given to state structures. the non-governmental organization must se,
to fl extent, the avantages Of itq Pllhl!C STATUS.

Let me give only three examples of the last two years, when, in our
opinion, these advantages were successfully used. We 'understand very ell
the reasons, which make all the world worry about the fate o former -
USSR nucicar powcr industry. However, Western initiatives too often sink
i te breaucracy from both sides. In 1993 te uclear Society has anaged
to ealize the iitiative of Electricite' de France. which hs itiviteJ Elie myors
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of several Russian cities, having NPPs under onstruction, to mke
acquaintance with their colleagues from the communes, where French NPPS
are situated. It's difficult to prove connection of events. but after this vit
we can observe considerable improvement or oic 1ubiic attitude towards NPPs
in the Kostronia ad Ekaterinburg regions, and there re some hopes of the
weakening f the opposition to the ROKTov NPP.

The next example is the informal meeting of the large group of members
of the European Pnrliament with the leaders of nuclear programmes ad
regulatory hodies from Russia, Ukraine, Ka7akhstan, Belarus, Armenia and
Lfthuanin, dedicated to the NPP safety problems, which ws organized n
1994 in Moscow by the Eropean Energy Foundation and the Nuclear
Society. It is evident, that political obstacles wouldn't simply let togather
such a quorum, if it was initiated by ny governmental organization.

Finally, a very actual example is the history of the Nuclear Society's
"struggle" for adoption of nuclear law in Russia. Today, ussian is one of
the few nuclear states without legislative regulation of relalions in the field
of nuclear energy s and. consequently, witho a mechanism, providing
legal basis of safe nuclear energy u, protection of life, health and property
or citizens. Rights, duties and responsibility of organizations, officials nd
citizens In this sphere n1so aren't subject to any legislative regulation. Almost
since i birth the Nuclear Society has begun a campaign for adoption of
the Law "On the Nuclear Energy Use" Dynamic political pocesses
(liquidation of the USSR Supreme Soviet in 1991, then - or tile ussian
Supreme Soviet in 1993) have several times forced the Nuclear Soviety to
begin preparing h draft of te law from t very beginning. Neverthe. I C %s R ,

consistent work of the Society development of several draft. versions,
proposals of the Society's xperts t the parliamentary commissions, campaign
in the mass edia, tc) may come o i sccessful end in the nearest fture.
In November of 1994 The Society has officially received, from the State
Duma for conclusion, the daft of this law adopted in the first reading. Also,
the ndoption of a whole set of "nuclear laws" by the Duma can be expected;
on the radiation safety, on the state policy in the field of radioactive wuste
management, etc. Public confidence in nuclear technologies will. at least be
supported by the proper legislative basis.


